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ABSTRACT 
The concept of Lyapunov diagonal (semi)stabihty is generalized to the block 
diagonal case, unifying the theory of Lyapunov diagonal stability and Lyapunov stability. 
The corresponding generalizations of the concepts of maximal Lyapunov scaling factors 
are applied to study the Lyapunov semistability of block triangular matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complex square matrix A is said to be ( positioe) stable if the spectrum 
of A lies in the open right half plane. This and other related types of matrix 
stability play an important role in various applications. In 1892, Lyapunov 
characterized the stable matrices. He proved that a matrix A is stable if 
and only if there exists a positive definite Hermitian matrix H whose image 
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under the Lyapunov map L, is positive definite. Lyapunov’s theorem has 
motivated the study of positive definite Hermitian matrices H such that 
LA(H) is positive definite or positive semidefinite. Such matrices H are called 
stability factors or semistability factors for A. Semistabi!ity factors have been 
studied by Carlson and Schneider [4] and by Hershkowitz and Schneider [7]. 
In particular, they studied the relation between the structure of A and H. An 
interesting special case is the case of matrices A, so-called Lyapunoo diago- 
nally semistable matrices, for which there exist diagonal semistability factors, 
so-called Lyapunov scaling factors. A scaling factor H is said to be maximal if 
the dimension of the range of LA(H) 1s maximal. An extensive study of 
maximal Lyapunov scaling factors is developed by Shasha and Hershkowitz in 
[ll], and is used by them to characterize Lyapunov diagonal semistability of 
block triangular matrices. It is this theory that we shall generalize here, 
studying block diagonal semistability factors. Our investigation generalizes 
and unifies the study of Lyapunov (semi)stability and Lyapunov diagonal 
(semi)stability. 
We now describe our paper in more detail. 
Section 2 is devoted to basic notation, definitions, and preliminaries. 
Among these, we present the characterization of Lyapunov semistability 
proved by Carlson and Schneider [4]. This characterization is often used in the 
sequel. 
In Section 3 we discuss matrices with block diagonal semistability factors. 
In particular, we investigate the relation between Lyapunov semistability of a 
matrix and Lyapunov semistability of its diagonal blocks. Let CY be a partition- 
ingof{1,2,..., n}. A complex n x n matrix A is called Lyapunou a-stable if 
it has a block diagonal stability factor H, where the partitioning of H conforms 
with CY. Our main result here provides a characterization for Lyapunov 
o-stability, generalizing a result of Barker, Berman, and Plemmons [2] that 
characterizes Lyapunov diagonal stability. The section is concluded with an 
example that demonstrates an application of our result. 
Sections 4 and 5 prepare the tools for our research in Section 6. Section 4 
generalizes many results of Shasha and Hershkowitz [lI]. We define and 
study maximal block diagonal semistability factors as well as Lyapunov 
ranges. Section 5 contains some preliminary results on sums and partitions 
of Hermitian matrices, with an emphasis on positive semidefinite matrices. 
In Section 6 we study block triangular matrices with block diagonal 
semistability factors. Using maximal block diagonal semistability factors and 
Lyapunov ranges, we characterize such matrices A in terms of Lyapunov 
semistability of the diagonal blocks of A. Our results generalize the diagonal 
case, handled in [ll]. 
We conclude the paper with a study of block triangular matrices with 
general semistability factors. In Section 7 we discuss the analogs of the 
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equivalent statements in the main theorem of Section 6, and we investigate all 
possible implications between these statements. While some of the implica- 
tions do hold, we show by examples that the others do not hold. 
The proofs of some of our generalizations follow very closely the corre- 
sponding proofs in [ll]. When this occurs, we shall identify the results being 
generalized, and not give the slightly modified proofs here. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. A complex square matrix A is said to be ( positive) 
stable [semistable] if the spectrum of A lies in the open [closed] right half 
plane. 
NOTATION 2.2. We denote by (n) the set { 1, . . . , n} . We denote by ( a ( 
the cardinality of a set o. 
NOTATION 2.3. Let A be a complex n x n matrix. We denote by N(A) 
the nullspace (kernel) of A. 
NOTATION 2.4. Let A be a complex n x n matrix, and let cp E (n). We 
denote by A[cp] the principal submatrix of A whose rows and columns are 
indexed by cp in the natural order. 
Lyapunov studied the asymptotic stability of solutions of differential sys- 
tems. In 1892 he proved a theorem which yields the following necessary and 
sufficient condition for stability of a matrix; see [9]. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Lyapunov). A complex square matrix A is stable fund only 
if there exists a positive defanite Hermitian matrix H such that the matrix 
AH + HA* is positive dejkite. 
Our next definition is motivated by Theorem 2.5. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A EC”“. d e define the Lyapunov map L, deter- 
mined by A on the real vector space of 7~ x n Hermitian matrices by LA(H) = 
AH + HA*. 
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NOTATION 2.7. If H is a positive definite [positive semidefinite] Hermitian 
matrix, then we write H > 0 [H > 01. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let A EC”“. 
(i) The matrix A is said to be Lyapunov stable if there exists a posi- 
tive definite Hermitian matrix H, called a stability factor for A, for which 
LA(H) > 0. Note that by Theorem 2.5 Lyapunov stability is equivalent to 
stability. 
(ii) The matrix A is said to be Lyapunov semistable if there exists a 
positive definite Hermitian matrix H, called a semistability factor for A, for 
which LA(H) > 0. 
(iii) A semistability semtfactor for a is a positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrix H for which LA(H) > 0. Observe that H = 0 is a semistability 
semifactor for every matrix A. 
(iv) The matrix A is said to be Lyapunov diagonally stable [ Lyapunov 
diagonally semistable] if there exists a positive definite Hermitian diagonal 
matrix D, called a scaling factor for A, for which LA(D) > 0 [LA(D) > 01. 
Semistability semifactors have been studied by Carlson and Schneider [4] 
and by Hershkowitz and Schneider [7]. Among others, the relation between 
the structure of A and H where H is a semistability semifactor for A is given 
as Theorem 4.7 in [7], and the relation between the structure of A and H 
where H is a semistability factor for A is given as Corollary 4.30 in [7]. A 
bound on the rank of a semistability semifactor H for a matrix A was given in 
Theorem III of [4]. A bound on the rank of LA(H) is given implicitly in [7]. 
Lyapunov semistable matrices were characterized by Carbon and 
Schneider [4]. Their following result will be used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 2.9 [4, Corollary III]. Let A E C nn. The following are equivalent: 
(i) The matrix A is Lyapunov semistable. 
(ii) The matrix A is semistable, and all elementary divisors of imaginary 
eigenvalues (if any) of A are linear. 
Finally, the following well-known standard properties of vector spaces and 
orthogonal complements are given here for reference. 
LEMMA 2.10. 
(i) For given subspaces V and W of some vector space, we have V E W * 
WlCVl. 
(ii) For a complex square matrix C we have Range( C*) = N(C) I . 
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3. BLOCK DIAGONAL SEMISTABILITY FACTORS 
In this section we discuss matrices with block diagonal semistability 
factors. In particular, we investigate the relation between Lyapunov semista- 
bility of a matrix and Lyapunov semistability of its diagonal blocks. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B be a block triangular n x n matrix with square 
diagonal blocks, and let a! be the partitioning on (n) that corresponds to the 
(indices of the) diagonal blocks. We then say that B is an cr-triangular matrix. 
If B is block diagonal, then we say that B is an cx-diagonal matrix. 
The following definition generalizes the terms Lyapunov semistability and 
Lyapunov diagonal semistability. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let Q! be a partitioning of (n). A complex n x 72 matrix 
A is said to be a Lyupunov a-stable [ Lyupunov a-semistable] if there exists a 
positive definite Hermitian o-diagonal matrix H such that AH + HA* 
is positive definite [positive semidefinite]. The matrix H is said to be a 
stability a-factor [ semistability cr-factor] for A. 
Corollary 3.8 of [ll] generalizes easily. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a Lyapunov cr-semistable matrix. The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) There exist (not necessarily distinct) semistability ol-factors H, and H, 
fw A for which 
N(L,(H,)) n N(L(H,)) = (0). 
(ii) A is Lyupunov a-stable. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): The proof of this implication is an immediate generaliza- 
tion of the proof of Corollary 3.8 in [ll]. 
(ii) * (i): Let A be L yapunov a-stable. Since for every stability o-factor H 
for A we have N( LA( H)) = {0}, (i) follows. n 
In the rest of this section we assume that A is a complex n x n matrix, 
andthatcr={o,,..., cam} is a partitioning of (n). We partition A into a block 
matrix conformably with the partitioning (Y, and we denote the blocks of A by 
A,,, i, j E (q). Also, when considering a Lyapunov semistability semifactor H 
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for A, we partition H conformably with A, and we denote the blocks of H by 
Hij. i, j E (4). 
Our next proposition is easy. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A be Lyapunov ol-semistable, and let H be a 
semistability cr-factor for A. Then the diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov 
semistable, and Hii is a semistability factor for Aii, i E (9). 
Proof. The claim follows because (AH + HA*)[ol,j = Aii Hii + Hi, ATi, 
i E (9). n 
Similarly, one can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be Lyapunov o-stable, and let H be a stability 
a-factor for A. Then the diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov stable, and Hii is a 
stability factor for Aii, i E (9). 
The converses of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 do not hold, as demonstrated by 
the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let A be the matrix 
112 ( i ‘2 1.1’ . . 
Although the diagonal blocks are stable, A is not even semistable. 
The following lemma is contained in Theorem III of [4] and Theorem 5.10 
of [7]. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A be a complex square matrix. The following are 
equivalent :
(i) The matrix A has no nonzero semistability semifactor. 
(ii) The matrix -A is stable. 
LEMMA 3.8. The following are equivalent: 
(i) The diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov stable. 
(ii) The matrices -Aii have no nonzero semistability semifactor. 
(iii) For every nonzero positive semidefinite Hermitian cr-diagonal matrix H 
there exists i, i E (9). such that - (AH + HA*)[ ai] is not positive semidefinite. 
proof. (7 ( 1 1 e, ii is asserted in Lemma 3.7. 
(ii) * (iii): Assume that (iii) does not hold, that is, there exists a nonzero 
positive semidefinite Hermitian o-diagonal matrix H such that -(AH + 
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HA*)[crJ is positive semidefinite for every i E (9). Since H is nonzero, it 
follows that there exists i, i E (q), such that Hii is nonzero. Since (AH + 
HA*)[(ri] = Aii Hii + Hi, ATi, it now follows that -Aii has a nonzero semi- 
stability semifactor, and hence (ii) does not hold. 
(iii) * (ii): Assume that (ii) does not hold, that is, there exists i, i E (o), such 
that -Aii has a nonzero semistability semifactor Hii. Let H be the nonzero 
positive semidefinite Hermitian a-diagonal matrix defined by H[ori] = Hii 
and hkj = 0 whenever {k, j} 5 CY~. Observe that for every ie (q), the sub- 
matrix -(AH + HA*)[ari] is positive semidefinite, which means that (iii) 
does not hold. n 
In view of Lemma 3.8, we can restate Proposition 3.5 (without the 
statement on the stability factors) as 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A be Lyapunov cY-stable. Then for every nonzero 
positive semidefinite Hermitian a-diagonal matrix H there exists i, i E (q), such 
that - ( AH + HA*)[ ai] is not positive semidefanite. 
We remark that, in view of Lemma 3.8, Example 3.6 shows that the 
converse of Proposition 3.9 is, in general, false. We now show that if we 
strengthen the statement “For every nonzero positive semidefinite Hermitian 
o-diagonal matrix H there exists i, i E (q). such that -(AH + HA*)[cxi] is not 
positive semidefinite” by omitting the o-diagonality requirement, then we 
obtain an equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let A EC”“. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is Lyapunov a-stable. 
(ii) For every 12onzero positive semidefinite Hermitian n x n matrix H there 
exists i, i E (q), such that -(AH + HA*)[ai] is not positive semidefinite. 
Proof. Let Vi be the real vector space of Hermitian o-diagonal matrices, 
ordered by the corresponding cone K, of the positive semidefinite Hermitian 
o-diagonal matrices. Let V, be the real vector space of Hermitian n X n 
matrices, ordered by the corresponding cone K, of the positive semidefinite 
Hermitian n x n matrices. In both vector spaces we use the inner product 
(A, B) = trace( AB). If the dual K* of a cone K is an inner product vector 
space V is defined as 
K* = {BeV:(B, A) > Oforall ASK), 
then we have K: = K, and K,* = K,. Define a linear operator TA : Vi + V, 
by TA( H) = A*H + HA. Since for a positive definite Hermitian matrix H 
we have AH + HA* = H( A*H-’ + H-‘A) H, it follows that A is Lyapunov 
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o-stable if and only if A* is Lyapunov o-stable. By Definition 3.2, A* is 
Lyapunov o-stable if and only if the system 
(3.11) HEint K,, TA( H) E int K, 
is consistent. The theorem of the alternative (e.g. [3, p. 201) asserts that the 
system (3.11) is consistent if and only if there exists no nonzero solution to 
the system 
BEKZ, -T:(B) EK;, 
where the mapping TAT : V, -+ V, is defined by 
(TI(H),Q) = (H,T,(Q)) forall QEV~. 
Observe that TI( H) = @TT1( AH + HA*)[cu,J. Therefore, it now follows that 
A is Lyapunov o-stable if and only if there exists no nonzero positive semidefi- 
nite Hermitian matrix H such that - @ T’ 1( AH + HA*)[ ~YJ 2 0. Our claim is 
thus proved. n 
Theorem 3.10 generalizes the following result of Barker, Berman, and 
Plemmons in [2] that characterizes Lyapunov diagonal stability; see also 
Theorem 3.1 in [S]. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let A E C ““. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is Lyapunov diagonally stable. 
(ii) For every nonzero positive semidefinite Hermitian n x n matrix H, the 
matrix AH + HA* has a positive diagonal element. 
The following example demonstrates an application of Theorem 3.10. For 
a certain 3 x 3 matrix A, we consider all possible partitionings CY of (3) and 
check whether A is Lyapunov o-stable. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let A be the matrix 
110 
t i 
111. 
2 0 1 
Let LY = { (~i,. . . , aq} be any partitioning of (3), and let H be a posi- 
tive semidefinite Hermitian 3 x 3 matrix such that -(AH + HA*)[ai] is 
positive semidefinite, i E (q). It follows that ( AH + HA*)ii Q 0, i E (3). Let 
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K be the positive semidefinite Hermitian real 3 x 3 matrix H + g. Since 
A is real, it now follows that (AK + KA*)ii ,< 0, i E (3), which is equivalent 
to (AK),, < 0, i E (3). Therefore, we have 
(3.14) (AK),, = k,, + k,, G 0 * k,, < -k,,> 
(3.15) (AK),, = k,, + k,, + k,, < 0 * k,, < -k,, - k,,, 
(3.16) (AK),, = 2k,, + k,, < 0 = k,, ,< -2k,,. 
Since k,,, k,,, k,, > 0. It follows from (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) that 
(3.17) 
It now follows from (3.17) that 
(3.18) det K < -k,,k& - k,,kf, < 0. 
Since K > 0, it follows from (3.18) that 
(3.19) k,,k;, = k,,kf3 = 0. 
If k,, = 0, then by Proposition 5.10 below we have k,, = k,, = 0. By 
(3.14) we have k,, = 0, which implies, by Proposition 5.10, that k,, = 0. 
By (3.16) we now obtain k,, = 0, and so K = 0. Since H is positive 
semidefinite, it follows that H = 0. 
Else, assume that k,, # 0. By (3.19) we have k,, = 0, and hence, 
by (3.16), k,, = 0. By Proposition 5.10 it now follows that k,, = 0. Equations 
(3.14) and (3.15) now imply that k,,k,, - k& < 0. Since K is positive 
semidefinite, we thus must have k,,k,, - kf2 = 0, which implies, by (3.14) 
and (3.15), that k,, = k,, = -k,,. Therefore, 
It is easy to verify that, since H is positive semidefinite, we have H = +K. In 
any case, we have 
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where h 2 0. Thus, 
Consider the possible partitionings of (3): 
a = ({L2}, {3)}, P = {{L3)>{2>}> Y = {{I>> {2,3}}> 
It now follows from Theorem 3.10 that A is Lyapunov P-stable as well 
as Lyapunov y-stable and Lyapunov e-stable (that is, stable). Indeed, the 
matrices 
are, respectively, a stability P-factor and a stability y-factor for A. Obviously, 
both are stability e-factors for A. However, by Theorem 3.10, A is neither 
Lyapunov a-stable nor Lyapunov b-stable (Lyapunov diagonally stable). We 
remark that A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, as AD + DA* 2 0 for 
D = diag(1, 1,2). This concludes Example 3.13. 
4. MAXIMAL SEMISTABILITY FACTORS 
In this section we generalize many results of Shasha and Hershkowitz [ll] 
on maximal Lyapunov scaling 
factors. 
factors to maximal block diagonal semistability 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
(i) Let A be a Lyapunov ar-semistable matrix, and let H be a semistabil- 
ity a-factor for A. We denote by W( H, A) the range of LA(H). We define H 
to be a maximal semi&ability a-factor for A if W( H, A) is of maximal 
dimension among 
( H, A) H is semistability a-factor A}. 
SEMISTABILITY FACTORS 
(ii) For cr = {(n)}, a maximal semistability a-factor 
maximal semistability factor for A. 
(iii) For cr = {{l}, . . . , {n}), a maximal semistability 
called a maximal scalingfactorfor A (see also [ll]). 
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for A is called a 
o-factor for A is 
Observe that every stability o-factor for A is a maximal semistability 
o-factor for A as well as a maximal semistability factor for A. 
The following result generalizes Theorem 3.10, Corollary 3.12, Proposition 
3.14, and Proposition 3.15 of [ll]. The proof is similar and thus omitted. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a Lyapunov a-semistable matrix, let H, be a 
maximal semistability a-factor for A, and let H be any semistability a-factor for 
A. Then: 
(i) W(H, A) E W(H,, A). 
(ii) N(L,(H,)) E VL,(H)). 
(iii) H + HO is a maximal semistability a-factor for A. 
(iv) lffor some /3 E (n) the submatrix LA( H,)[ p] is singular, then LA( H)[ /3] 
is singular. 
In view of Proposition 4.2 we can now define 
DEFINITION 4.3. 
(i) Let A be a Lyapunov a-semistable matrix, and let H be a maximal 
semistability o-factor for A. The vector space W( H, A) is called the Lyapunov 
a-range of A, and is denoted by W,(A). 
(ii) For (Y = {(n)}, the Lyapunov cr-range of A is called the Lyapunov 
range of A, and is denoted by W(A). 
(iii) For cr = {(l}, . . . , { n} }, the Lyapunov o-range of A is called the 
Lyapunov diagonal range of A, and is denoted by V(A). 
We remark that in [ll] the Lyapunov diagonal range of A is called the 
Lyapunov range of A, and is denoted there by V,. 
Let A be a Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrix. Obviously, we have 
V(A) E W(A). In general, this containment is proper, as demonstrated by the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let A be the matrix 
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A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, and the only Lyapunov scaling factor is 
the identity matrix (up to a positive scalar multiplication). Therefore, the 
Lyapunov diagonal range is the subspace of all vectors with first component 0. 
However, since A is stable, it follows that the Lyapunov range is all of C’. 
Since for a positive definite Hermitian matrix H we have AH + HA* = 
H( A*H- ’ + H- ‘A) H, it follows that a matrix A is Lyapunov or-semistable if 
and only if A* is. Our next results, generalizing Lemma 3.17, Corollary 3.18, 
Lemma 4.1, and Corollary 4.2 of [ll], d escribe the relationship between 
semistability factors and maximal semistability factors for A and for A*. The 
proof is similar and omitted. For B E C”” and S c C”, let BS = { Bs : s E S}. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A be a Lyapunov cx-semistable matrix, and let H be 
a semi&ability a$ctor for A. Then H-’ is a semistability a-factor for A* and 
W(H, A) = HW(H-‘, A*). 
As an immediate corollary of Proposition 4.5 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A be a Lyapunov cx-semistable matrix. Then: 
(i) H is a maximal semistability a-factor for A if and only if H-’ is a 
maximal semistability a-factor fm A*. 
(ii) W,(A) = HW,( A*). 
The following lemma is an immediate generalization of Lemma 6.3 in [S]. 
The proofs are the same. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let A be a complex square matrix such that A + A* 2 0. 
ThenN(A)=N(A*)cN(A+A*). 
We conclude this section with an interesting property of Lyapunov ranges. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A be a Lyapunov semistable matrix, and let H be a 
semistability factor fof A. Then W( H, A) E Range A. In particular, for every 
partitioning (Y of (n) we have W,(A) C Range A. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, 
(4.9) N(AH) = N(HA*) = N(A*) E N(L,(H)). 
By Lemma 2.10, it now follows from (4.9) that W( H, A) G Range A. l 
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5. RESULTS ON SUMS AND PARTITIONS OF HERMITIAN 
MATRICES 
Our next goal is to apply these ideas to the study of Lyapunov semistability 
of block triangular matrices. First, however, we need some preliminary results 
on sums and partitions of Hermitian matrices. Lemma 5.1 is well known: e.g. 
Lemma 2.2.4(i) in [lo, p. 211 together with Lemma 2.1O(ii). 
LEMMA 5.1. Given AEC”” and B E C”P. Then: 
(i) Range A s Range B $and only $A = BXA for some generalized inverse 
XofB. 
(ii) N(A) 2 N(B) if and only if A = AXB fw some generalized inverse 
XofB. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let H, KEC”” be Hermitian matrices. Then Range K c 
Range H if and only if K = HGH for some Hermitian matrix G EC”“. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1(i), we have K = HXK = KX*H = HXKX*H = 
HGH for the Hermitian matrix G = XKX*. n 
Lemma 5.3 is due to Albert [l]. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let H be the Hermitian block matrix 
H= 
Then: 
(i) Zf H > 0, then Range H,, C Range H,, and Range H2, C Range If,,. 
(ii) If H,, > 0, then H 2 0 if and only zf H,, - H21 H,‘H,, 2 0, and then 
(5.5) Rank H = Rank H,, + Rank H22 - H,,HGIH,,). i 
(iii) Zf H,, > 0, then H > 0 if and only if H,, - HzlH,I’H,, > 0. 
LEMMA 5.6. Given Hermitian matrices H and K. Then: 
(i) Zf H > 0, then for snffmiently small E > 0 we haue H f EK > 0. 
(ii) ZfH > 0 and Range K E Range H, then for suff&mtly small E > 0 we 
have H f EK 2 0, with Rank( H f EK) = Rank H. 
Proof. (i) follows by continuity arguments. 
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(ii): Note that for some nonsingular SEC”” we have 
H= S 0’ ; S*, 
( ) 
where P > 0. As Range K c Range H, it follows from Lemma 
HGH for some Hermitian matrix G E C “n. Thus, for the matrix 
have 
5.2 that K = 
L = S*GS we 
By claim (i), for sufficiently small E > 0 we have P + E PL,, P > 0. Clearly, for 
thesamee > Owehave H + EK 2 OandRank(H + EK) = Rank P = Rank H. 
W 
LEMMA 5.7. Let H be a Hermitian matrix partitioned with 
> 0, > 0, Range H,, H,,. Then for 
the matrix 
and Rank Rank + Rank H,,. 
Proof. and only EH,, - e2H2, H,‘H,, 
H,, - eH,,H,‘H,,) and then Rank H, = Rank H,, H2, - 
EH~~H,‘H,,). However, as Range( H,,H,‘H,,) C Range H,,, by Lemma 
5.6(ii), for sufficiently have - E H2,H,‘H12 with 
Rank( H,, eHZl H,lH,,) Rank H,,. n 
THEOREM 5.8. Let H be a Hermitian matrix partitioned as in (5.4), with 
H,, 2 0, H,, > 0, Range H,, s Range H,,, and Range H2, G Range H2,. 
Then for suff~iently small E > 0 the matrix 
is positive semidefinite, and Rank H, = Rank H,, + Rank H,,. 
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Proof. For some nonsingular SEC”” we have 
where P > 0. As Range H,, G Range H,,, we have L,, = 0 and L,, = 0, 
and as Range H,, E Range H,,, we have Range L,, S Range H,,. Now, by 
Lemma 5.7, for sufficiently small E > 0 we have 
with Rank M, = Rank P + Rank H,,, which, in view of (5.9), proves our 
claim. n 
We conclude this section with a well-known property of positive semidefi- 
nite Hermitian matrices, also known as the principal submatrix rank property; 
see e.g. [6]. The proposition extends Lemma 5.3(i). 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let H > 0 be partitioned as 
Then Range Hi j E Range Hij, i, j E ( p), and hence 
Range H E & Range Hii and Rank H < 5 Rank Hii. 
i=l i=l 
Furthermore, the following are equivalent: 
(i) Range H = jiI Range Hii. 
(ii) Rank H = 5 Rank Hii. 
i=l 
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Proof. Since H 2 0, it follows that iV( Hii) E N(H), i E ( p) [where we 
append the appropriate zero components to the vectors in N( Hii)]. Therefore, 
N( eiL1 Hii) E N(H). Since H is a Hermitian matrix, it now follows by 
Lemma 2.10 that Range H E Range @ iL 1 Hii = @ it 1 Range Hii. The rest of 
the claim is clear. H 
6. BLOCK TRIANGULAR LYAPUNOV SEMISTABLE MATRICES 
WITH BLOCK DIAGONAL SEMISTABILITY FACTORS 
In this section we study block triangular matrices with block diagonal 
semistability factors. Using maximal block diagonal semistability factors and 
Lyapunov ranges, we characterize such matrices A in terms of Lyapunov 
semistability of the diagonal blocks of A. Our results generalize the diagonal 
case, handled in [l 11. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A partitioning CY = { oi, . . . , CY~} is said to be contained 
in a partitioning p = {fir, . . . , fl,} of (n), denoted by (Y E 0, if for every 
i E (9) cq is contained in flj for some j E ( p). Observe that if (Y is contained 
in 0 then o induces a partitioning of each pi, i E ( p). We denote that 
partitioning by cryi. 
In this section we assume that Q! = {oi.. . . , CY~} and /3 = {pi,. . . , /3,} 
are partitionings of (n) such that cr c p, and that A is a P-triangular complex 
matrix. The blocks of A are denoted A,,, i, j E ( p). Also, when considering a 
Lyapunov semistability factor H for A, we partition H conformably with A 
and we denote the blocks of H by Hij, i, j E ( p). 
Our first result consists of analogs of portions of Proposition 4.3. 
Theorem 4.10, and Proposition 5.3 of [ll]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let CY E fi be partitionings of (n), and let A be a /3- 
triangular complex matrix. Assume that A is Lyapunov cr-semistable, and that 
H is a semistability cr-factor for A. Then: 
(i) The diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov cr’-semistable, and Hii is a 
semistability ar’-factor for Aii, i E ( p). 
(ii) We have 
(6.3) 
Range Aij E W,, ( Aij) , Range ATj E W,, ( A;), i,jE(p), i < j. 
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(iii) We have 
(6.4) W(H, A) C iilW(H,i,Aii). 
proof. (i) is immediate. 
(ii): Observe that the positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix K = LA(H) 
has the form 
H22 A:2 L4,,( H22) * * * A2PHPP 
= 
Since K 2 0, it follows from Proposition 5.10 that 
(6.5) Range Kij C Range Kii, i,jE(P). 
Since for i < j we have Kij = AijHjj, and since Hjj is nonsingular, it now 
follows from (6.5) that 
P-6) Range Ajj = Range AijHjj = Range Kij E Range Kji 
= Range LAz,( Hii) = W( Hii, Aii) G Waj( Aii) * 
Also. 
Range A; = H,; ’ Range Hjj At = HJ; ’ Range Kji E H,; ’ Range K, 
= H,; ’ Range L,,,( Hjj) . 
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Since, by Proposition 4.5, we have 
HJT1 Range L A,( Hjj) = W( Hi’, A$) E Waj( A$), 
it now follows that Range AZ c W,j( AZ). 
(iii): By (6.6) we have Range Kij E W( Hii, Aii), and therefore (6.4) follows. 
H 
As a corollary, we obtain the following generalization of Proposition 5.3 in 
[ill- 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let cy c p be partitionings of (n), and let A 
Aii) 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let CY c p be partitionings of (n), and let A be a 
@-triangular complex matrix. Assume that A is Lyapunov cr-semistable, and 
that H is a semistability o-factor for A. lf 
Rank LA(H) = i$ dim Wolt( A,,), 
then H is a maximal semistability o-factor for A. 
Theorem 6.9 generalizes portions of Proposition 4.3, the “if’ direction of 
Theorem 4.10, and Corollary 5.7 of [ll]. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let a! E /3 be partitionings of (n), and let A be a P- 
triangular complex matrix. If the diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov czi- 
semistable, i E ( p), and if (6.3) holds, then: 
(i) A is Lyapunov a-semistable. 
(ii) For maximal semistability &-factors Hii for Aii, i E (p). there exist 
positive numbers el, . . . , Ed such that 8ir’1 eiHii is a maximal semistability 
o-factor for A. 
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(iii) We have 
dim W& A) = &dim Wo,( Aii). 
proof. Since (i) follows from (ii), we shall just prove (ii) and (iii) together. 
We prove our assertion by induction on p. For p = 1 there is nothing to 
prove. Suppose that p = 2. Let Hii be a maximal semistability oi-factor for 
Aii, i = 1,2, and let H = H,, e H,,. We have 
By (6.3) we have 
Range K,, = Range A,, E Wnl( A,,) = Range LA,,( H,,) = Range K,, 
and 
Range K,, = H,, Range A& C H,,W,z( A*,,) = Waz( A,,) 
= Range LA,,( H,, ) = Range K,, . 
We may now apply Theorem 5.8 to K. For sufficiently small positive E, the 
positive definite Hermitian matrix H, = H,, e EH,, satisfies K, = LA( H,) 2 
0, and also 
(6.10) dim W( H,, A) = Rank K, = Rank K,, + Rank K,, 
= dim Wal( A,,) + dim Wa2( A,,). 
Thus, HE is a semistability o-factor for A. Furthermore, it follows from 
Corollary 6.8 by (6.10) that H, is a maximal semistability o-factor for A, and 
that dim W,(A) = dim W,I( A,,) + dim W,P( Ass). 
Assume now that our claim holds for p < m, m > 2, and let p = m. We 
write A as 
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Let j = (PI, . . . , /3,_1), let S = (n) \ P,, and let & be the partitioning of S 
induced by cr. By the inductive assumption there exist positive numbers 
El’.,., P , E _ such that H, = @L” eiHii is a maximal semistability G-factor 
for A,,. Also, we have 
P--l 
dim W”( ALL) = LgL dim Wo,( Aii). 
By the assertion of the case p = 2 proved above, we can find a positive ep 
such that H, CB .epHpp = @it 1 ei Hii is a maximal semistability o-factor for A. 
Also, we have 
dimK(A) = dimWE( A,,) + dim Wa,,(App) = i$Idim w,,(A,,), 
which completes our proof. n 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let CY E /3 be partitionings of (n), and let A be a 
P-triangular complex matrix. Assume that A is Lyapunov cr-semistable, and 
that H is a semistability a-factor for A. Then H is a maximal semistability 
wfactor for A if and only if 
dim W(H, A) = i$Ldim Wal( Aii). 
Proof. Our claim follows from Theorem 6.9(iii). n 
COROLLARY 6.12. Let CY E t3 be partitionings of (n), and let A be a 
&triangular complex matrix. Assume that A is Lyapunov cr-semistable, and 
that H is a maximal semistability cr-factor for A. Then Hii is a maximal 
semistability cr’-factor for Aii, i E ( p). 
Proof. By Corollaries 6.7 and 6.11 we have 
$I dim Waz( Aii) = dim W( H, A) < i$L dim W( Hii> Aii) 
< 5 dim Woa( Aii), 
i=l 
which implies that dim W( Hii, Aii) = dim W,,( Aii), i E ( p). Our claim follows. 
n 
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The converse of Corollary 6.12 does not hold in general. It is possible that 
I-Iii is a maximal semistability a’-factor for Aii, i E ( p), while H = 8 L 1 Hii is 
not at all a semistability o-factor for A. Also, when H is a semistability 
a-factor for A, it is not necessarily a maximal semistability o-factor for A, as 
demonstrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 6.13. Consider the matrices 
,4= (.I;;.), R= (.I;;..). 
Clearly, (1) is a maximal semistability factor for A,, = A,, = B,, = B,, = (1); 
however, the identity matrix is not a semistability factor for A. Also, although 
the identity matrix is a scaling factor for B, it is not a maximal scaling factor. 
To see this, observe that Rank L,(Z) = 1, while the scaling factor D = 
diag(I, 0.5) for B satisfies Rank LB(D) = 2. 
Nevertheless, we remark that, by Theorem 6.9, if (6.3) holds, then for 
maximal semistability cr’-factors Hii for Aii, i E ( p), there exist positive num- 
bers or,. . . , Ed such that aiLl , E.Hii is a maximal semistability o-factor for A. 
NOTATION 6.14. Let 1 < i < j < p. We denote by A’j the submatrix 
Aii Aij 
i i 
0 Ajj ’ 
The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.9 and 6.2. 
It generalizes Theorems 4.10 and 4.15 of [ll]. 
THEOREM 6.15. Let o E p be partitionings of (n), and let A be a /3- 
triangular complex matrix. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is Lyapunov a-semistable. 
(ii) The diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov a’-semistable, i E ( p). and (6.3) 
h&S. 
(iii) A’j is Lyapunov (ai U aj)-semistable for all i and j, 1 < i < j < p. 
We conclude this section with a corollary of our results and of Theorem 2.9. 
COROLLARY 6.16. Let a E /3 be partitionings of (n), and let A be a 
&triangular complex matrix. lf the diagonal blocks Aii nre Lyapunov semistable, 
i E ( p), and if (6.3) holds, then the elementary divisors that correspond to the 
imaginary eigenvalues of A are linear. 
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Proof. If the diagonal blocks Aii are Cyapunov semistable, i E ( p), and 
if (6.3) holds, then by Theorem 6.15, A is Lyapunov semistable. Our 
assertion now follows from Theorem 2.9. n 
7. BLOCK TRIANGULAR LYAPUNOV SEMISTABLE MATRICES AND 
GENERAL SEMISTABILITY FACTORS 
We conclude the paper with a study of block triangular matrices with 
general semistability factors. In this section we assume that fl = {PI, . . . , 0,) 
is a partitioning of (n), and that A is a P-triangular complex matrix. The 
blocks of A are denoted A,,, i, j E ( p). Also, when considering a Lyapunov 
semistability factor H for A, we partition H conformably with A, and we 
denote the blocks of H by Hij, i, j E ( p). 
Motivated by Theorem 6.15, it is interesting to investigate the relations 
between the following statements. 
(7.1.i) A is Lyapunov semistable. 
(7.l.ii) The diagonal blocks Aii are Lyapunov semistable, i E ( p). 
(7.l.iii) Th e d’ g la onal blocks Aii are Lyapunov semistable, i E ( p), and 
Range Aij E W( A,,), Range A$ E “(A:;)> i,jE(p), i<j. 
(7.l.i~) A’j is Lyapunov semistable for all i and j, 1 < i < j ( p. 
In particular, it is natural to ask whether the above statements are equiva- 
lent. In this section we investigate all possible implications between the four 
statements. One implication, (7.l.iii) * (7.1 .ii), holds trivially. We now show 
that (7.1.i) * (7.I.ii). It will also follow that (7.I.iv) * (7.I.ii). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let /3 be a partitioning of (n), and let A be a /.%triungular 
complex matrix. lf A is Lyapurwv semistable, then Aii is Lyapunov semistable, 
iE(P). 
Proof. Since A is Lyapunov semistable, A is semistable, and hence the 
diagonal blocks Aii are semistable. Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 2.9 
that the elementary divisors that correspond to the imaginary eigenvalues of A 
are linear. Since the minimal polynomial of A vanishes at Aii, i E ( p). it 
follows that the elementary divisors that correspond to the imaginary eigenval- 
ues of Aii, i E ( p), are linear. Our claim follows by Theorem 2.9. n 
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The converse of Theorem 7.2 does not hold in general, as is demonstrated 
by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Let A be the matrix 
0 1 
( 1 0 0’ 
Clearly, the diagonal blocks A,, = A,, = (0) are Lyapunov semistable. Never- 
theless, since a second order elementary divisor corresponds to the eigenvalue 
0 of A, it follows from Theorem 2.9 that A is not Lyapunov semistable. 
The following example shows that (7.1.i) and (7.l.ii) do not imply (7.l.iii). 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Let A be the matrix 
By Theorem 2.9, A is Lyapunov semistable. 
Range A,, = C’ g (0) 
The implication (7.l.iii) * (7.1.i) does 
However, 
= W( A,,). 
hold. Actually, it follows from 
Theorem 6.9 that if (7.l.iii) holds then A is Lyapunov P-semistable. For the 
same reason we have (7.l.iii) =1 (7.l.i~). 
Next, the following example demonstrates that (7.1.i) and (7.l.ii) do not 
imply (7.l.iv). 
EXAMPLE 7.5. Let A be the matrix 
Since the eigenvalues of A are 0 and 1, and since the algebraic multiplicity 
of 0 as an eigenvalue of A is equal to 2, which is equal to the geo- 
metric multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of A, it follows that there are two 
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linear elementary divisors that correspond to 0. Thus, by Theorem 2.9, A is 
Lyapunov semistable. However, by Theorem 2.9, the matrix 
is not Lyapunov semistable. 
Finally, the implications (7.l.iv) * (7.1.i) and (7.l.iv) * (7.l.iii) do not 
hold, as demonstrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 7.6. Let A be the matrix 
By Theorem 2.9, the submatrices A12, A13, and A23 are all Lyapunov 
semistable. However, since the algebraic multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of 
A is equal to 2 while the geometric multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of A is 
equal to 1, it follows that there is a second order elementary divisor that 
corresponds to 0, and by Theorem 2.9 A is not Lyapunov semistable. Also, 
Range A,, = C’ $ (0) = W( Al,). 
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